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Ansteorran Heraldry Website        Ansteorran Scribal Website 
http://heraldry.ansteorra.org/                          http://scribe.ansteorra.org/ 

15th Deadline for Submissions to 
Asterisk 
 
20th Comments on ILoI of       
Previous Month due to Retiarius 
 
25th Deadline for articles/letters to 
Obelisk 

Decision Meetings 

December 13: 
Winterkingdom 
 
January 18: 
Round Table (Elfsea) 
 
February:TBA 
 

1-Letter from Star 
2-Status Table 
3-ILOI 
5-AICC 
16-June LoAR 
17-July LoAR 
18– Fast Tracks 
 

Greetings Ansteorra! 
 

The Yuletide season is upon us!  Many of our events this month move towards large revels in cozy 
halls.  When thinking of that perfect gift to give to someone special, nothing says “made especially for you” 
like something with their arms blazoned on it!  Looking for something a little less personal, put their badge 
on it!  Banners, honor shields, feast gear, garb, stationary, etc… The possibilities are endless 

This month’s focus on heraldic officers covers the rest of the publications arm and the education arm 
of the College of Heralds: 

Obelisk Herald: Obelisk is responsible for publishing the Ansteorran Gazette, a monthly heraldic 
newsletter that encompasses missives from Star, submission letters, published commentary, decisions from 
Laurel Sovereign of Arms, and other newsworthy heraldic items.  Obelisk also serves as the head of the pub-
lications arm of the College of Heralds.  Obelisk’s deputies include Arbalest and Retiarius Pursuivants (see 
last month’s Black Star for details on those officers) and Sigillarius Pursuivant. 

Sigillarius Pursuivant: This herald is responsible for maintaining the Ansteorran College of Heralds 
website (http://heraldry.ansteorra.org/).  Some of you might recall this office was once titled Estencele Pur-
suivant. 

Tressure Herald: Tressure is the head of the education arm of the College of Heralds and in addition 
to collecting heraldic information, this officer also maintains the heralds’ warranting class materials.   

Armillary Pursuivant: Armillary is a deputy to Tressure Herald and is in charge of maintaining and 
transporting the heraldic library to events where consultation tables are held. 
 
Cur etiam hic es? 

 
Alden, Star 

Back Cover 
Who Sends What To 
Whom 
Back Cover 
Submission Costs & 
Copies Info  

Monthly Deadlines Contents 
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Court reports are due 
within two weeks of an 

event. 

Status of ILoIs 

ILoI 2008-02: LoI 2008-04.  
Laurel meeting August 2008. 
 
ILoI 2008-03: . LoI 2008-05.   
Laurel meeting September 2008. 
 
ILoI 2008-04: LoI 2008-06.   
Laurel meeting October 2008. 
 
ILoI 2008-05; 2008-08 FastTracks:  
LOI 2008-07.  Laurel meeting November 2008. 
 
ILoI 2008-06: LoI 2008-08  
Laurel meeting December 2008. 
 
ILOI 2008-07; 2008-09 FastTracks:   
LoI 2008-09.  Laurel meeting January 2009. 
 
ILOI 2008-08: LoI 2008-10: 
Laurel meeting February 2009. 
 
ILOI 2008-09: LoI 2008-11. 
Decision meeting November 2008. 
 
ILOI 2008-10: Commentary Ended. 
Decision meeting December 2008. 
 
ILOI 2008-11: Comments due Retiarius 12/20. 
Decision meeting January 2009.  
 
ILOI 2008-12: Comments due Retiarius 01/20 
Decision meeting February 2009. 
 
ILOI 2009-01: Comments due Retiarius 02/20 
Decision meeting March 2009. 

Open Offices 

Armillary Pursuivant: 
Apply to Tressure Herald & Armillary  
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Internal Letter of Intent 2008-12 

1. Alden Drake.  (Gate’s Edge, Shire of) 
Name registered October 2001. Badge Resubmission. (Fieldless) On a triskelion of dragon heads argent a pel-
let. 
 

   
 
Submission History:  (Fieldless) An estoille gyronny of twelve wavy azure and argent was returned 6/08. This 

redesign reverts back to a previously submitted badge (Fieldless) A triskelion of dragon’s heads argent. It 
was returned by Laurel in Feb. 2004 for conflict with Evja r{o,}skva, Per pale sable and gules, a triskelion 
of dragon’s heads argent. 

2. Bernhart von Bruck. (Rosenfeld, Shire of) 
Name resubmission.   

 
Submission History: <Bernhard von Brück> returned 9/08 for insufficient documentation. Nothing cited 

supported “Brück” in that spelling, nor did any documentation support the use of “von” with the name. 
Magnus did find documentation for “ze Bruck”, which we would have changed the name to, had the sub-
mitter allowed any changes at all. 

 
Major Changes: No. Minor Changes: Yes. Gender: Male. 
Change for: Language/culture – late 14th-early 15th C. German. 
Authenticity: Language/culture – late 14th-early 15th C. German 
Documentation Provided:  If <von Bruck> is not acceptable, the submitter would prefer the surname <ze 
Bruck>. 
 
<Bernhart> - German Names from Rottweil, Baden-Wurttemberg, 1441 by Sara L. Uckelman. http://

www.ellipsis.cx/~liana/names/german/rottweil1441.html  Primary: Bernhart 
<Bruck> - http://www.ellipsis.cx/~liana/names/german/rottweilsur.html .  Surnames: ze Bruck 
 
<von> - From ACADEMY OF SAINT GABRIEL REPORT 2929. http://www.panix.com/~gabriel/public-bin/

showfinal.cgi/2929.txt  
 

"In the 14th century surnames with <von> were used at all levels of society as one of three kinds of surname 
that identified a person by the place where she lived[4]. For example, the man whose name appears in the 
records of Frankfort am Main as <Heincz von Buczpach> 1390, <H. Buczpach> 1389, and <H. Buczbe-
cher> 1388 was presumably from the nearby town of Butzbach[5]. Note that he was known interchangeably 
by three different grammatical forms with essentially the same significance: <von Buczpach> 'of Butzbach', 
the plain place-name, and <Buczbecher> 'man from Butzbach'. By analogy, you could just as easily call 
yourself <Margarete Trier> or <Margarete Triererin> (using the feminine adjective form of the place name). 

 
As time went by, commoners tended to drop the preposition. This process took place at different rates in 
different parts of Germany, but overall it was very slow. In many places the preposition remained in com-
mon use at least until about 1400, and in some remote areas it didn't really start to disappear until the middle 
of the 17th century[5]." 
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3. Coenred æt Rauenesdale.  (Crown lands) 
Name registered January 2005 via Atlantia.  New Badge. Gules, in saltire two claymores and in chief a roun-
del, all within an orle argent. 

 

   

4. Geneviefve Charron.  (Trelac, Shire of) 
Name resubmission. Device resubmission.  Purpure a sword inverted and on a chief Or three cinquefoils 
pierced purpure. 
 

   
 
Submission History: The name <Celonise du Charme> and her device were both withdrawn from ILoI 0809. 
Suggestions about the previous device have been incorporated. 
 

 
Major Changes:  Yes.  Minor Changes:  Yes.  Gender:  Female. 
Change for:  Meaning. 
Authenticity:   
Documentation Provided:  <Geneviefve> - Names from a 1587 Tax Roll from Provins by Aryanhwy merch 

Catmael. http://www.ellipsis.cx/~liana/names/french/provins1587.html lists one <Geneviefve de Poisieu. 
<Charron> - French Names from Paris, 1421, 1423, & 1438 by Aryanhwy merch Catmael. http://www. el-

lipsis.cx/~liana/names/french/paris1423.html lists one <Charron> from 1421. 

5. Godwin of Edington. (Stargate, Barony of) 
Name registered June 1990. New Badge. (Fieldless) A dragon’s jambe erased bendwise Or sustaining a cross 
crosslet fleury concave fitchy bendwise sinister argent. 
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6. Goldweard of St. Golias.  (Bryn Gwlad, Barony of) 
Change of Primary Name. Currently registered as <Thomas Goldweard> March 1999 via the East. Release old 
name if registered.  New Device. Per fess sable and Or, a demi-dragon maintaining a mortar and pestle issu-
ant from the line of division and a cross Moline counterchanged. 

 

   
 

Major Changes: No. Minor Changes: Yes. Gender: 
Change for:   
Authenticity:   
Documentation Provided:  Anglo-saxon Name Creation  

Gold- “Gold” 
-weard  “Guardian” 

<Goldweard> appears in Beowulf line 3082. 
<St. Golias> - College of St. Golias registered July 1981 via Atenveldt. 

7. Magnus Bassi Gunnarsson. (Mooneschadowe, Province of) 
New Name.   

 
Major Changes:  Yes.  Minor Changes:  Yes.  Gender:  Male. 
Change for:   
Authenticity:   
Documentation Provided:  <Magnus> Geirr Bassi, p. 13, lists this as a masculine given name. 
<bassi> - Geirr Bassi, p. 19, lists this as a nickname meaning ‘great bear-like person.’ 
<Gunnarsson> - Geirr Bassi, p. 10, lists <Gunnarr> as a masculine given name. According to the table on p. 

17, the proper patronymic would be <Gunnarsson>. 

 
Ansteorran Annotated Internal Collated Commentary 2008-09 

 
Please find herein the results of the decision meeting for November 2008. 
Alasdair, Bordure 
 
Unto the Ansteorran College of Heralds does Alasdair MacEogan send greetings. 
 
Again thank you to all the commenters for this month.  We can never have enough commentary so please come out 
and add your 2 cents, drachmas, kopek, or whatever you happen to have.  Being online makes it a much more in-
teractive process and you can learn much.   
 
If interested in posting comments or just reading what is out there, please visit the commentary system at its cur-
rent home at http://hcs.randomcasts.com .  Please note that where possible I have indented to indicate if a reply is a 
response to another reply. 
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Alasdair MacEogan (Bordure Herald) 
Coenred aet Rauenesdale 
Da'ud ibn Auda (al-Jamal Herald) 
Emma de Fetherstan 
Engenulf de Vienville 
Gawain of Miskbridge (Green Anchor Herald) 
Magnus von Lübeck 
Mari ingen Briain meic Donnchada (Rowel) 
Tostig Logiosophia (Rosenfeld Pursuivant) 
 

 

Commenters for this issue: 

Collated Commentary 200809 

1. Anne atte Rydeforde. (Loch Soilleir) New Device.   
Per pale azure and argent a chevron rompu counter-
changed. 
Name registered 2008/03 (via Ansteorra). 
Emma de Fetherstan 
This name was registered by Laurel in 3/08 as <Anne 
atte Rydeford>. 
Tostig Logiosophia (Rosenfeld Pursuivant) 
(Slight Reblazon) "Per pale azure and argent, a chevron 
rompu counterchanged."  
 
Seems 2 CD clear versus "Per pale azure and argent, a 
chevron between three wolf's heads erased counter-
changed." (Lochlainn mac Faoláin Bháin, Device Aug 
2003) and "Per pale azure and erminois, a chevron 
rompu counterchanged." (Robert Buran, Device May 
1987). 

Magnus  
Consider:  
Lochlainn mac Faoláin Bháin August 2003: "Per 
pale azure and argent, a chevron between three 
wolf's heads erased counterchanged."  
Colin of Shattered Crystal February 1998: "Per pale 
azure and argent, a chevron and in chief two boar's 
heads erased close counterchanged."  
There is one CD for removing the secondary group 
and a second CD for chevron vs. chevron rompu.  
[March 1992 LoAR R-Ansteorra] "Ragnar of 
Moonschadowe. Device. Argent, a chevron rompu 
sable between three grenades proper. This conflicts 
with Ball (Papworth 418), as cited in the LOI: Ar-
gent, a chevron sable between three fireballs of the 
last fired proper. There's a CD for making the chev-
ron rompu, but not another for type of secondary 
charge."  
On Robert Buran, there is one CD for changing half 
the field tincture from erminois to argent and a sec-
ond CD for changing the tincture of half the charge 
from erminois to argent.  

No conflicts found checked up through current sub-
missions at Oscar. Very nice simple armory. Just 
make sure the properly colored one gets sent to 
Laurel and Oscar. 

Coenred aet Rauenesdale 
Would the lack of color of the lower right portion of the 
chevron cause problems? It would seem that it was only 
an oversight on the submitter's part. 

Alasdair MacEogan (Bordure Herald) 
Indeed it would be a problem. I am betting it was an 
oversight on the form that Asterisk scanned though 
as the forms I have in my possession show it col-
ored in. 

Gawainof Miskbridge (Green Anchor Herald) 
[Device] Everyone at the meeting thought this was nice. 
No conflicts found. 
College Action: 
Device:  Forwarded to Laurel under Anne atte Ryde-
ford.  “Per pale azure and argent a chevron rompu coun-
terchanged.” 
 
2. Arywn Ledouee. (Trelac) New Name and Device.  
Gules, a crossbone argent, a rose argent. 
Emma de Fetherstan 
[Name]  
Unfortunately, prior registration has no bearing at all on 
whether on not the name could be registered today. It's 
not documentation.  
 
[Device]  
This looks like a Bowen knot to me. Reblazon as Gules, 
a rose within a Bowen knot argent? 

Mari ingen Briain meic Donnchada (Rowel)  
Additionally, the statement "ledouee is French for 
'the gifted'" is also not documentation. (1) it does 
not document <ledouee> as a French word in period 
and (2) it does not provide support that a phrase 
meaning "the gifted" is a plausible byname in 
French in period. It may well be, but the submitted 
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documentation does not show that. 
Tostig Logiosophia (Rosenfeld Pursuivant)  
[Name] Comments in the Cover Letter to the May 
2008 LoAR also affect submitting a name element 
which was previously ruled as SCA-Compatable.  
 
"From Pelican: SCA-Compatible Names  
 
"... Therefore, as of the May 2009 decisions meet-
ings, we declare that no new name elements or 
name patterns will be ruled SCA-compatible, that 
all names previously ruled SCA-compatible are no 
longer SCA-compatible and that in order for them 
to be registered, documentation meeting the same 
standards as for non-SCA-compatible names will be 
required. We note that such evidence has been pro-
vided for the following names which used to be 
SCA-compatible:  
 
"Ian: ...  
 
"the Wanderer: ...  
 
"-haven in constructed English place names. ...  
 
"Silver in order and award names: ..." 

Tostig Logiosophia (Rosenfeld Pursuivant)  
[Device] Consider the reblazon: "Gules, within a Bowen 
knot a rose argent." (Original comments, based on this 
proposed blazon were deleted). 

Coenred aet Rauenesdale 
Isn't this a Bowen cross? The knot is usually drawn 
with rounded loops and square form rather than 
cross-shaped. 

Tostig Logiosophia (Rosenfeld Pursuivant)  
[Device] (Original comments, based on the 
proposed blazon "Gules, within a Bowen knot 
a rose argent", were deleted).  
 
I agree with your (Coenred's) identification of 
the charge. My ignorance of the (period 
charge) Bowen cross (I wondered what the 
etymology of "crossbone" in the original bla-
zon was) and poor attention to (orientation) 
detail.  
 
Consider the reblazon: "Gules, within a Bowen 
cross a rose argent." Based on the registered 
blazon pattern of "Or, within a quatrefoil knot 
azure a rose purpure barbed and seeded 
proper." (Eilis ni Roibeard O'Boirne, Device 
Jun 75). The rose has the impact of a tertiary 
charge to me. "Gules, a rose within a Bowen 
cross argent.", the blazon pattern used in most 
registrations under Knots, doesn't seem to read-

ily reflect what the primary charge is.  
 
This "framing" seems to be a Weirdess:  
"Azure, a triangle inverted voided and a trian-
gle voided conjoined in pale within the astro-
nomical sign for Taurus argent.  
"When Laurel first accepted registration of 
astrological symbols, he did so based on a pe-
riod example of the symbols being used essen-
tially as decoration on a celestial sphere (or as 
identifying marks). Therefore their use as stan-
dard charges must be considered a weirdness. 
Using it in this non-standard fashion (the fram-
ing of one charge by another is itself very rare 
in period heraldly), is another weirdness, espe-
cially combined with another highly usual 
charge used in an unusual fashion. Overall, this 
design is too far from period practice to be reg-
isterable." (LoAR June 2000 - Returns-Caid-
Ungust Filius Antonii. Name and device)  
 
 
 
Seems 2 CD clear versus "Quarterly Or and 
vert, a duck statant within a Bowen knot in 
cross argent." (Jania of Call Duck Manor, De-
vice Dec 87) and "(Fieldless) A Bowen knot 
crosswise argent." (Eilonwen verch Gryffyn, 
Badge Feb 96) with changes to the field tinc-
ture and secondary/tertiary charge type. I'm 
unsure there's a CD between a "Bowen cross" 
and a "Bowen knot crosswise". Also seems 2 
CD clear verses "Gules, a knot of four loops 
and four tassels argent." (Charles O'Connor, 
Device Mar 82) with changes to type of both 
the knot and the rose.  
 
Consider versus "Gules, in cross four car-
touches voided and interlaced with a mascle 
concave, all argent." (Lorenzo di Nebbia Ar-
gentea, Badge May 87) I see a CD for the rose, 
but am unsure if there's a 2nd between a Bo-
wen Cross and this arrangement of knotted 
charges. 

Engenulf de Vienville  
I have found references to 'Arwyn' as a masculine Welsh 
name, but cannot date it to period. 
Gawain of Miskbridge (Green Anchor Herald)  
[Name] “Previous registration does not constitute docu-
mentation.” In the way of feminine names, we can do no 
better than “Ælfwyn” from “Anglo-Saxon Women’s 
Names from Royal Charters” at http://www.s-
gabriel.org/names/marieke/anglosaxonfem/. A slightly 
similar French name is “Arianne”. We didn’t find any-
thing closer to the surname than “Ledoux”, which has a 
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different meaning, “the sweet”.  
[Device] Never heard of a “crossbone”. “Gules, within a 
Bowen cross a rose argent.” 
Magnus  
[Name] Morlet, Marie-Thérèse. Les Noms de Personne 
sur le Territoire de L'Ancienne Gaule du VIe au XIIe 
Siècle. Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique: 
Paris, 1968, 1972, 1985. The first volume being fore-
names of Germanic origins.  
Volume I, page 127 has Ariwinus and Arven. Every-
thing in this book dates from the 6th to 12th century. 
From the Latin Ariwinus some form of Ariwin was 
around in the Old German period. Do you realize how 
difficult research that far back can be? It is called the 
Dark Ages for a very good reason.  
The Welsh form looks modern from what I found.  
Ledouee in modern French can mean the talented, 
gifted, or blessed. I found no support for its period use. 
There is an online medieval French dictionary I should 
have soon that will at least tell us if it is a period phrase. 
Someone could also check the Oxford English Diction-
ary to see if this definition of gifted is period in English. 
If it is post-period that is a bad sign. It isn't registerable 
with the submitted documentation.  
[Device] The only precedent that might help was:  
[Leonard the Younger: Gules, within the head of a mjol-
nir inverted and voided, a mascle-knot argent] This is 
the defining instance of the SCA charge, the mascle-
knot. When the device was registered back in Oct 76, it 
was blazoned Gules, a Mjollnir-pendant inverted, 
pierced, and within the head a mascle-knot of six cor-
ners argent. It was reblazoned Feb 89 by Mistress Ali-
soun as Gules, on the head of a Mjollnir inverted gules, 
fimbriated, a mascle-knot of six corners argent. Both 
blazons specified the mascle-knot as having six corners; 
but after a little experimentation, it's hard to see that it 
could have any other number. A "mascle-knot of four 
corners" would be blazoned a Bowen cross in SCA ar-
mory, or four mascles-fretted by Elvin; a mascle-knot of 
eight corners would actually be a saltire parted, voided 
and interlaced; and a mascle-knot of more than eight 
corners would probably not be permitted.  
I am therefore restricting the definition of "mascle-knot" 
to six corners, no more or less, and reblazoning the or-
ginal registration accordingly. The mascle-knot, so de-
fined, is still acceptable for SCA use. (Leonard the 
Younger, August, 1992, pg. 16)  
 
I view the Bowen knot and the rose as co-primary 
charges. The framing effect doesn't look like more than 
a possible weirdness. Recommend that you get a visual 
check versus (Lorenzo di Nebbia Argentea, Badge May 
87) that was found. I didn't find any other conflicts but 
this one could bite you very easily with a hidden con-
flict. 

College Action: 
Name:  Returned for lack of documentation of either the 

given or surname.  While Arwyn has been regis-
tered int eh past, prior registration does not mean it 
is currently so.  Also there was no documentation 
that Ledouee was a name that could have been used 
in period. 

Device:  Returned for lack of a name.  Would have been 
reblazoned as “Gules, within a Bowen cross a rose ar-
gent.”  A possible visual conflict was also called against 
a badge belonging to Lorenzo di Nebbia Argentea.  I 
posted both images and asked for an initial reaction is it 
may be clear.  The submitter should be aware of the 
potential if they resubmit this device.  
 
3. Audri de Lyon. (Eldern Hills) New Device.   
Azure within an orle checky Or and gules, a dove grip-
ping a sword volant. 
 
Name appeared (as Aude Ella de Lyon) in Ansteorran 
LoI dated 03-30-2008. 
Emma de Fetherstan 
This was sent up to Laurel as <Aude Ella de Lyon> on 
the 3/08 LoI.  
 
This should have been marked as a device resubmission, 
as the original submission was fast-track returned in 
6/06 for lack of a name and use of ancient forms. 
Tostig Logiosophia (Rosenfeld Pursuivant) 
Consider the reblazon: "Azure, a bird volant, sustaining 
at the hilt a sword bendwise inverted argent, all within 
an orle counter-compony gules and Or."  
 
An awkward, very awkward, blazon which fails to re-
flect the impact of the orle in the emblazon. To me, it 
has the appearance of the primary charge (I see "an orle 
with something argent within it <peer> OK, it's a sword 
being carried by a white bird ... dove? ... nope, no 
crest").  
 
Consider vs. RfS VIII.4 Obtrusive Modernity. "Armory 
may not use obtrusively modern designs. "Modern" is 
defined as anything outside the period of the Society." 
I'm not aware of any period arms where a sustained 
sword is bigger than the charge holding it, and have 
been told an orle compony/counter-compony/checky is 
not found in period either. 
Gawain of Miskbridge (Green Anchor Herald)  
[Device] The orle is compony countercompony; checky 
charges have the checks arranged orthogonally regard-
less of the shape of the charge. The sword is bendwise 
inverted. I refuse to get involved in the “maintained vs. 
sustained” discussion, or the “is it primary or secon-
dary” one, but the bird + sword combination is awkward 
and unbalanced. The posture of the bird needs to be 
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specified as it’s clearly not the default close. 
Magnus 
[Device] Blazon as: "Azure, a dove volant bendwise 
sustaining a sword bendwise inverted argent within an 
orle countercompony gules and Or." Instruct the submit-
tor to add the head crest to draw the dove correctly. 
College Action: 
Device:  Forwarded to Laurel under Aude Ella de Lyon.  

"Azure, a dove volant bendwise sustaining a sword 
bendwise inverted argent, all within an orle counter-
compony gules and Or." 

 
4. Celonise duCharme. (Trelac) New Name and De-
vice.  
Purpure, a chief and a sword palewise Or, in chief three 
cinquefoil pierced purpure. 
Tostig Logiosophia (Rosenfeld Pursuivant) 
[Device] Consider the reblazon: Purpure, a sword in-
verted and on a chief Or three cinquefoils pierced pur-
pure.  
 
Seems 2 CD clear versus "Gules, a sword inverted Or, 
on a chief Or three lozenges azure." (Dale the Small, 
Device Jan 1973).  
 
Also seems X2 clear versus "Purpure, an Eastern Crown 
and on a chief Or three roses purpure." (Crown Princess 
of the East, Device Oct 1983) but I wouldn't bear it at 
Pennsic.  
 
Administrative Note: Hopefully, the colored copies for 
OSCAR will have the cinquefoils not abutting the chief. 
The BW copy here has them as distinct, but the colored 
copy doesn't. 

Alasdair MacEogan (Bordure Herald)  
I just got the packet and I can say that the forms do 
not really help the matter. The bottom of the right 
hand cinquefoil is touching the line for the chief on 
both color copies I have and there is only the most 
minuscule amount of Or showing between the bot-
tom of the other 2 and the line for the chief. 

Alasdair MacEogan (Bordure Herald)  
Is it really necessary to blazon a cinquefoil as pierced or 
is it an artistic detail?  
 
"A Glossary of Terms Used in Heraldry" by Parker de-
fines a cinquefoil : "Cinquefoil, (fr. quintefeuille) or 
quintefoil: a bearing of conventional form, having five 
leaves, as the name implies, and, as a rule, with the cen-
tre pierced."  
 
Also, the cinquefoil I see depicted in Boutell's "The 
Handbook to English Heraldry" is pierced. 

Magnus  
Last edited on 2008/10/24 22:58:25 

19 of 199 cinquefoils in the SCA Armorial are bla-
zoned pierced. It looks like a blazonable detail but 
not worth any difference.  
[(Fieldless) A cinquefoil pierced purpure] We have 
blazoned the cinquefoil as pierced because we be-
lieve that it is standard SCA practice to blazon this 
detail. Piercing of cinquefoils was likely due to 
artistic license in some portions of our period, and 
is not worth difference. [Tatiana Pavlovna Soko-
lova, 04/03, R-Outlands] 

Gawain of Miskbridge (Green Anchor Herald)  
[Name] Rohese looked hard and didn’t find any trace of 
the given name before the 19th C. She suggests some-
thing like “Celine” or “Eloise”. She found the same 
Toussaint Ducharme at http://www.angelfire.com/mi/
jillsgenealogy/pagec.html She says she found 
“Ducharme” and “DuCharme”, but not the client’s spell-
ing.  
[Device] The sword is inverted. It was suggested that 
the cinquefoils be drawn to more clearly not touch the 
edge of the chief. It was also suggested that the sword 
be drawn thicker for greater visibility. 
Magnus  
[Name] Celonise is an excellent choice for Louisiana 
Civil War re-enactments but a couple of centuries too 
late for the SCA.  
Genealogy web sites are not always reliable, especially 
Ancestry. Laurel agrees:  
[February 2004 LoAR A-Adenveldt] "Guilla Ironhare. 
Guilla was submitted as an Italian feminine given name 
based on information provided in the LoI:  
[...]Guilla of Spoleto (c. 925-1012) was born in Este 
Italy, http://www.mathematical.com/
spoletoguilla925.html. Aryanhwy merch Catmael notes 
that this website cites ancestry.com as its source, and 
that Laurel has previously ruled that this site alone is 
insufficient for SCA documentation [...]  
The LoI is correct, as explained in the August 2001 
LoAR:  
Heinemann was documented from ancestry.com. The 
April 2001 LoAR stated the following in regards to the 
submitted name Sueva the Short:  
The given name was documented from Roberts, Notable 
Kin: An Anthology of Columns First Published in the 
NEHGS NEXUS, 1986-1995. While we have no reason 
to doubt the quality of the genealogical research, the 
goals of genealogists are different from ours and their 
data is not necessarily applicable to SCA use.  
The same issue applies to documentation from geneal-
ogy Web sites including ancestry.com. They cannot be 
relied on for documentation for spelling variants. 
[Tatiana Heinemann, 08/2001 LoAR, A-Trimaris]"  
 
Wikipedia is not a primary source for SCA names. It is 
usually historical discussion far removed from original 
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sources and is too much like high school history texts.  
[December 2005 Cover Letter] - From Pelican: On 
Wikipedia "Submitters are turning to Wikipedia as a 
source for name documentation. In recent commentary, 
Nebuly summarized what is good and bad about this 
approach: The content of Wikipedia is in a constant 
state of flux, and there are many articles written by peo-
ple who have no business writing an article. I say this as 
someone who has recently begun contributing to 
Wikipedia (mostly in botany thus far). Though there are 
some very fine articles by very knowledgeable people, 
often it is not possible to distinguish the reliable infor-
mation from a pile of dingo's kidneys. We wish to re-
mind heralds that, while Wikipedia is a fine starting 
point for name documentation, it should not be an end-
ing point for any name element. Recent publicity has 
shown that Wikipedia is about equal to other standard 
reference works for scientific articles. However, there 
has not been an evaluation of articles about history or 
onomastics. Because of the nature of collaboration that 
goes into this source, its accuracy runs from excellent to 
atrocious. Unfortunately, in most cases it is often impos-
sible to tell what is accurate and what is not without 
recourse to other more scholarly sources. Furthermore, 
as with many general reference works, most articles 
give present-day normalized forms of names which is 
not useful for the purposes of name documentation. 
Therefore, articles from Wikipedia are not sufficient as 
sole documentation for any name element."  
A name like Clarisse looks period. DuCharme is cer-
tainly period but we need the evidence to submit it.  
The types of books needed are such as: La Guide des 
Chemins de France, by Charles Estienne 1504-1564  
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k102662d/f1.table  
Dauzat, Albert and Rostaing. Dictionnaire Ety-
mologique des Noms de Lieux de la France, page 175 
header Charme has Chermes from 1340 and Charmey 
from 1317. There are no examples from the end of pe-
riod.  
The grammar in French de + le > du  
du Charme = from the Charme region, which is in the 
Jura mountains.  
A name like this can be done but it requires extended 
research and consulting, often in books that are in mod-
ern or medieval French.  
[Device] I would prefer not to take a chance on a Laurel 
return when the cinquefoils can be fixed by lowering the 
chief line a tiny bit. No conflicts found through current 
armory. 
College Action: 
Name:  Withdrawn at the submitter’s request. 
Device:  Withdrawn at the submitter’s request. 
 
 
 

5. Colin MacNachtan. (Bryn Gwlad) New Name and 
Device.  
Or, a domestic cat sejant affront sable, a chief azure. 
Mari ingen Briain meic Donnchada (Rowel)  
Clear of <Connall MacNaughten> (reg 08/83 via An-
steorra) by difference of <Colin> vs. <Connall>. That's 
the closest I found for potential conflict. 
Tostig Logiosophia (Rosenfeld Pursuivant)  
[Device] Seems 2 CD clear versus "Or, a yak passant 
and a chief azure." (Qadagin-u Jajiradai, Device Nov 
1990) and "Or, a domestic cat sejant, paw extended sa-
ble." (Gilles of Lennox, Device Dec 1971). 
Alasdair MacEogan (Bordure Herald)  
The cat would be affronty, not affront. 
Gawain of Miskbridge (Green Anchor Herald)  
[Name] Withycombe cites “Colin” from 1379.  
[Device] “affronty” 
Magnus 
[Name] It is a Saint Gabriel article with a title not a re-
port with a number.  
Colin - Black, page 161 header Colin, Colin filius Gil-
glas from 1284-90, Colin de Londermer from 1261.  
MacNachtan- From their reference in Black for 
MacNachtan has Gillecrist Mac Nachtan from 1247.  
No conflicts found through current submissions.  
[Device] No conflicts found through current submis-
sions. 
College Action: 
Name:  Forwarded to Laurel 
Device:  Forwarded to Laurel.  Reblazoned  as “Or, a 

domestic cat sejant affronty sable, a chief azure.“ 
 
6. Gavin MacIain. (Trelac) Resubmitted Device.  
Vert, a hawk rising wings displayed and inverted argent 
within a bordure checky vert and argent. 
 
Name registered 1999/10 (via Ansteorra) 
 
Submission History: Checky vert and argent, a hawk 
rising counterchanged was returned by Kingdom 10/00 
for unidentifiability of primary charge. Per chevron 
checky vert and argent and vert, in base a hawk rising, 
wings displayed and inverted argent was returned by 
Kingdom 9/01 for unknown reasons (I can’t find the 
AICC). 
Emma de Fetherstan  
I couldn't find a copy of the AICC either, but reading 
the ICC I'm gonna go out on a limb and suggest it was 
returned for conflict. 

Magnus   
It looks like the conflict and cause of the return was 
Llewellan Gwynn June 1987: "Per fess indented of 
two points sable and argent, in chief an eagle rising 
argent."  
al-Jamal is correct about tincture sharing being a 
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cause for return. It looks like a strange bordure em-
battled or big, green, and visually confusing if seen 
from a distance. Visual confusion is a big no-no for 
armory. 

Tostig Logiosophia (Rosenfeld Pursuivant)  
Consider the bordure and RfS VIII.2b(i) "The field must 
have good contrast with every charge placed directly on 
it and with charges placed overall." Can a componant of 
a charge with a divided tincture placed on the field be 
the same as the field itself? 

Da'ud ibn Auda (al-Jamal Herald) on 2008/09/07 
12:28:16:  
Yes. "There seemed to be considerable feeling in 
the College that the bordure compony which in-
cluded as one of its tinctures the tincture of the field 
should not be permitted. Yet the Rules for Submis-
sion specifically use a bordure counter-compony as 
an example where a divided tincture charge which 
shares on tincture with the field may be used 
(AR1c). In both cases there are "islands" of the non-
field tincture hovering on the field, although the 
underlying identity of the charge is a trifle clearer in 
the case of counter-compony. We could find only 
one mundane example of this phenomenon ..., and 
this was not dated...." (LoAR 28 Jun 87, pp. 3-4) [A 
bordure compony sharing a tincture with the field 
was later ruled not registerable.] If a bordure 
counter-compony may share a tincture with the 
field, a bordure checky should be able to as well.  
 
And in case anyone asks, yes, the bordure here _is_ 
checky (and not, say, counter-compony): "The bor-
dure is chequy since it consists of small panes 
formed by a grid of lines palewise and fesswise; a 
bordure compony-countercompony is formed with 
one set of lines following the edge of the shield and 
the others dividing the space more or less evenly 
with the starting points lines in saltire issuing from 
the upper corners of the shield." (LoAR 25 Jan 87, 
p. 26) 

Gawain of Miskbridge (Green Anchor Herald)  
[Device] Looks more like an eagle than a hawk. The 
principal difference, heraldically speaking, is that the 
eagle has ruffled feathers on its head, while those of a 
hawk are smooth. On closer inspection, it’s pretty clear 
that the emblazon is copied from Fox-Davies’ emblazon 
of an eagle rising. This is what checky is supposed to 
look like, despite only two traits of checks instead of the 
expected three. 
College Action: 
Device:  Forwarded to Laurel.  “Vert, a hawk rising 

wings displayed and inverted argent within a bor-
dure checky vert and argent.“ 

 
 

7. James Northfolke. (Ravensfort) New Name. 
Gawain of Miskbridge (Green Anchor Herald)  
[Name] Withycombe has “James” from 1240. Reaney & 
Wilson entry for “Norfolk” also has “Northfolk” dated 
from 1377 & 1380. 

Magnus  
He is from Raven's Fort.  
James is mentioned in the Bardsley entry for North 
from 1558.  
We made a point of not using the Reaney & Wilson 
entry because Bardsley had his desired spelling 
within 15 years of the given name and R&W does 
not.  
To format the documentation correctly without the 
typos:  
James - English given name, Bardsley page 561 
header North has James Northe from 1558.  
Northfolke - English surname, Bardsley page 560 
header Northfolk has William Northfolke from 
1543.  
No conflicts were found. 

College Action: 
Name:  Forwarded to Laurel 
 
8. Jean-Marc Lemainnoir. (Trelac) New Name and 
Device.  
Vert, a bend argent and in bend sinister a closed gaunt-
let sable. 
Tostig Logiosophia (Rosenfeld Pursuivant)  
[Device] Consider the reblazon: "Vert, on a bend argent 
a closed gauntlet bendwise sinister sable."  
 
Consider versus "Vert, on a bend argent a battle-axe 
gules." (Olaf the Maedi-Ogre, Device 1975). I see only 
1 CD for multiple changes to the tertiary.  
 
Consider identifiability of the bend. The submittor made 
a valiant effort to make the gauntlet identifiable, but in 
order to do so the emblazon looks like divided field 
rather than a charged primary. I've not seen a more 
graphic example of why the default orientation of 
charges on a bend is bendwise. 

Magnus  
Blazon as: "Vert, on a bend argent a clenched 
gauntlet bendwise sinister sable."  
It is certainly a conflict with Olaf the Maedi-Ogre  
Either the name or the following device associated 
it (or both) were registered in March of 1975: "Vert, 
on a bend argent a battle-axe gules." Only one CD 
for changes to the type and tincture of the tertiary. 
Rfs.X.4.j. Changes to Charges on Charges - No 
more than one clear difference can be obtained 
from changes to the same group of charges on other 
charges.  
Olaf has caused the return of several devices over 
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the years.  
For a more graphic idea try On a bend a halbard 
bendwise sinister ... 

Da'ud ibn Auda (al-Jamal Herald)  
A _door_ may be open or closed. A _gauntlet_, how-
ever, is "clenched". 
Alasdair MacEogan (Bordure Herald)  
[Device] I am concerned about the identifiability of this 
as a gauntlet. Looking at it I did think it was a gauntlet, 
but I had to check the blazon to verify. A line drawing 
might have helped in this instance.  
 
I would recommend that the submitter maybe put some 
detail work on gauntlet in the emblazon. It should be 
perfectly visible if the detail lines were white on the 
black. As if it was an inverse of a standard line drawing. 

Alasdair MacEogan (Bordure Herald)  
Upon further reflection I find I have more questions 
about the gauntlet. I can not tell from this rendition 
if it is supposed to be a sinister gauntlet apaumy 
clenched or a dexter gauntlet aversant clenched. 

Mari ingen Briain meic Donnchada (Rowel)  
The line-drawing version of the emblazon is not a line 
drawing - it has the gauntlet colored in. Isn't that a prob-
lem? 

Alasdair MacEogan (Bordure Herald)  
I would say it is a problem. but probably not insur-
mountable being that we no longer send up copies 
of the line drawing forms to Laurel anymore. I will 
definitely follow up on the question before the deci-
sion meeting though. 

Bernhard von Bruck  
Now admittedly this is my first foray back into 
herladry since Farview disappeared in the early 
90's, but I seem to recall that (at the time) sable 
charges, ordinaries, etc. were colored in the 
line drawing. I relize that since we are 
scannning now, that has more than likely 
changed.  
 
As to the device itself, I have problems identi-
fying it as a clenched gauntlet. I always look at 
the emblazon before looking at the blazon and 
my initial thought was that it was a demi-
gauntlet. So I misidentified the type of ganunt-
let and its position, but I did recognize it as a 
gauntlet. 

Mari ingen Briain meic Donnchada (Rowel)  
The statement "<Lemainnoir> is French for 'the black 
hand'" is not documentation. (1) it does not document 
<Lemainnoir> as a French word in period and (2) it 
does not provide support that a phrase meaning "the 
black hand" is a plausible byname in French in period. It 
may well be, but the submitted documentation does not 
show that. 

Gawain of Miskbridge (Green Anchor Herald)  
[Name] Is the hyphen period?  
[Device] There was a consensus that the whole design 
would profit from having the gauntlet and the bend both 
in the same direction. 
Magnus  
[Name] You will get nowhere fast by submitting a de-
scriptive byname in a foreign language with no docu-
mentary evidence. This needs to be returned for further 
work on the documentation.  
Jean Marc - ACADEMY OF SAINT GABRIEL RE-
PORT 3162  
<Jean> is the normal modern spelling of a name that 
was very common throughout our period. We have 
some examples of this spelling in the 16th century, but 
the more common spelling in our data, even in the 16th 
century, is <Jehan>. [1,2,3,4]  
Compound given names in French were almost non-
existent before the 16th century, and during the 16th 
century were still rare. However, we have found a few 
examples, including the following (all of which are 
listed in standard modern forms of the elements, so they 
should not be taken as a guide for spellings): [5]  
Jean Marc de Jamart 1601  
[5] Archives nationales (France), _Hommages rendus a\ 
la Chambre de France: Chambre des comptes de Paris, 
se/rie P, XIVe-XVIe sie\cles: inventaire analytique_ 
(Paris: Les Archives: Diffuse/ par la Documentation 
francaise, 1982-1985, volume 1, entries 588, 822, 823, 
1762, 1995, 2421, 2422, 2943, 3170; volume 2, entry 
2100.  
 
"Submitted as Jean-Guillaume Duplessis, the submitter 
allowed minor changes. The following precedent applies 
to the submitted Jean-Guillaume: Submitted as Jean-
Pierre Dubois, we know of no period examples of dou-
ble given names that use the hyphenation. [Jean Pierre 
Dubois, 04/00, A-Atenveldt] We have removed the hy-
phen from this name in order to register this 
name." [Jean Guillaume Duplessis, 06/2003 LoAR, A-
West]  
 
Sixteenth Century Norman Names by Cateline de la 
Mor  
http://www.s-gabriel.org/names/cateline/
norman16.html#masculine  
Jean  
Marc  
 
Crew of the Le Christophe in 1535, by Michel Robert  
http://www.geocities.com/~carignan/
E15Christophe.html  
Marc Prévost from 1535  
 
So it is possible to fix the given name Jean Marc but it 
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was NOT a common French name.  
 
Lemainnoir “the black hand” Even Google didn't find an 
entry for this outside of role playing games. The name is 
still probably close to a period one. Look through Re-
aney & Wilson with attention to entries for Black-, 
Blak, and Blan as well as Hand- and you will see the 
black hand can be constructed in English as a descrip-
tive name. Under Mayne the Old French mayns means 
with the hands. That is certainly period. Noir is also 
familiar from the research on Chemin Noir or dark road. 
This branch-name was registered in February of 2004 
(via Ansteorra).  
Beyond this the same pattern of parts of the body and 
color would have to be located in the French name 
books (which are all in French, a language that I read 
very slowly). This should give a start on the work this 
name needs. 
College Action: 
Name:  Returned for lack of documentation.  Jean Marc 

was supported by documentation provided by the 
commenters, but no one seemed able to find any 
documentation for the name Lemainnoir. 

Device:  Returned for lack of name, conflict and identi-
fiability of the gauntlet.  Please see commentary for 
clarification. 

 
9. Kata Timkin. (Eldern Hills) Resubmitted Device.  
Azure, a bendlet sinister between a fox courant con-
tourny and a garb Or. 
 
Name registered 2006/11 (via Ansteorra) 
 
Submission History: Returned 7/06 Azure, a bend sinis-
ter Or, sheaf of wheat to chief Or, a fox to the sinister 
Or. Return for redraw of the bend sinister. It needs to be 
at least twice as thick. This is probably clear of Blair 
Dubois, Azure, a bend sinister between a cat sejant 
guardant and a dove close Or¸ with one CD for change 
of secondaries, and a probably second CD for change of 
orientation of the lower charge (dove facing to dexter, 
fox facing to sinister). 
Tostig Logiosophia (Rosenfeld Pursuivant)  
Consider identifiability of the bend sinister (As the pen-
dulum swings the opposite direction from item #8 
above). The width of the bend sinister has not noticeably 
changed from ILoI 2006-05 #13, let alone being "at 
least twice as thick". There must be two or more 
bendlets to be drawn with the submitted width.  
 
Correctly drawn, I would see 2 CD's for changes to both 
type and orientation of the secondary charges versus 
"Azure, a bend sinister between a cat sejant guardant 
and a dove close Or." (Blair Dubois, Device Aug 1983). 

Magnus  

Sadly, this gets returned again until the problem 
with the starving bend sinister is fixed by drawing it 
wide enough. Garbs can't be close or courant as 
they just sit there (and not in a sejant kind of way). 
There is a CD vs Blair for change of type of secon-
dary group from cat / dove to fox / garb. The sec-
ond CD is for posture change of half the secondary 
- sejant cat to courant contourny fox. 

Gawain of Miskbridge (Green Anchor Herald)  
[Device] We use diminutives of ordinaries only in mul-
tiples. This is a bend sinister regardless of the fact that it 
needs to be drawn wider. 
College Action: 
Device:  Returned for redraw.  You are not allowed to 

have a single diminutive of an ordinary.  Submitter 
either needs to have multiple bendlets or draw the 
bend wider.  A change to multiple bendlets may 
create a conflict though as it was cleared by the 
comenters. 

 
10. Rizardo d’Artusio. (Trelac) New Name and De-
vice.  
Quarterly argent and vert, palewise a sword Or pierc-
ing through a heart gules. 
Emma de Fetherstan  
I assume the article cited is http://www.s-gabriel.org/
names/arval/venice14/. 

Mari ingen Briain meic Donnchada (Rowel)  
Looks like it.  
 
The given name <Rizardo> is found on the page at:  
 
http://www.s-gabriel.org/names/arval/venice14/
venice14given.html#table  
 
where it saysof this form: A Venetian form of Ric-
cardo  
 
The byname <d'Artusio> is found on the page at:  
 
http://www.s-gabriel.org/names/arval/venice14/
venice14sur.html#table 

Tostig Logiosophia (Rosenfeld Pursuivant)  
Device] Consider the reblazon: "Quarterly argent and 
vert, a heart gules pierced by a sword Or."  
 
Seems 2 CD clear versus "Argent, a heart gules pierced 
by a sword inverted proper, entwined with a garden rose 
gules slipped and leaved vert." (Morguesa McKenna, 
Device Jan 1981) with changes to the field and orien-
taion of the sword. Also 2 CD clear versus "Quarterly 
argent and vert, a sword inverted Or within a laurel 
wreath counterchanged." (Shire of Glaedenfeld [Barony, 
actually], Device Dec 1983) if the required charge is 
considered invisible. 
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Gawain of Miskbridge (Green Anchor Herald)  
[Name] Rohese says she didn’t find the surname where 
the client’s documentation says, but that it is in St. 
Gabriel report #1898.  
[Device] There was general agreement that this is a 
good design well emblazoned. I’d blazon it as “…a 
heart gules transfixed by a sword Or.” 
Magnus  
[Name] Rowel has corrected the documentation as it 
should be presented. His mundane name is irrelevant 
since the legal name allowance isn't involved. An un-
dated previous registration is also irrelevant since there 
is no indication from where it was documented. Laurel 
requires the printout of the article title page and the page 
with the name on it. Otherwise some of these articles 
run 20 pages or more. Please highlight the name in the 
list to make it easy to find for Pelican. No conflicts 
found through current submissions.  
[Device] Blazon as: "Quarterly argent and vert, a heart 
gules pierced by a sword Or." No conflicts found 
through current submissions. 
College Action: 
Name:  Forwarded to Laurel.  Device:  Forwarded to 

Laurel.  Reblazoned as "Quarterly argent and vert, a 
heart gules pierced by a sword Or.". 

 
11. Safiye Griffith. (Trelac) New Name and Device.  
Vert, between 3 triquetas a gryphon passant argent. 
Tostig Logiosophia (Rosenfeld Pursuivant)  
[Device] Consider the reblazon: "Vert, in pall a griffin 
passant between three trefoil knots argent." Although to 
me the griffin has slightly more visual weight than the 
triquetas (It's a little larger and is solid rather than the 
field showing through), the difference between them is 
not as much as I expect from primary between seconda-
ries armory. It seems closer to co-primaries. A blazon of 
the form "in pall an X between 3 Y's" treats them as co-
primaries. (A blazon form treating the as secondaries is 
in the comments of a conflict consideration below).  
 
Seems 2 CD clear versus "Vert, in pall a pair of angles 
palewise braced argent between three Lacy knots 
Or." (Dalla Ormarsdóttir, Device Jan 2007) with 
changes to both type and tincture of the knots.  
 
Consider versus "Vert, a griffin passant argent maintain-
ing a harp Or between three Celtic crosses ar-
gent." (Kathleen Mahony of Cork, Device Dec 1999). If 
the griffin is ruled to be the primary charge and the 
knots a secondary charge group (i.e. "Vert, a griffin pas-
sant between three trefoil knots argent."), I only see 1 
CD for change of type to the secondary charge group. 
There is no CD for a maintained charge. 
Alasdair MacEogan (Bordure Herald)  
9-13: Edited to clarify my opinions and questions on 

this submission  
 
[Name] I have gone back and read the text of the LoAR. 
I do believe that the text and intention was misunder-
stood by the submitter. They have only quoted a pror-
tion of the ruling and it is not enough to give the circum-
stances and a full understanding of what is being refer-
enced.  
 
Here is more of the ruling:  
 
"It was suggested that the byname the Traveler was reg-
istrable in this instance per the Lingua Anglica allow-
ance. However the Lingua Anglica allowance requires 
documentation of the descriptive byname in the original 
language. ...  
 
As no documentation of a Turkish byname meaning 'the 
Traveler' was presented, the Lingua Anglica allowance 
does not apply. If such documentation had been pre-
sented, this name would be registerable in its current 
form under the Lingua Anglica allowance.  
 
Given the significant contact between Turks and crusad-
ers, combining a Turkish given name and an English 
byname in the same name is registerable, though it is a 
weirdness. [Mihrimah the Traveler, 10/01, R-Ansteorra] 
[Ed.: returned for two weirdnesses] "  
 
<Griffith>, as far as I know, is not really a descriptive 
byname and does not really fall under the Lingua An-
glica Allowance. I am interested to see if there is any 
additional documentation that showed the mixing of 
Turkish given and English surnames in period.  
 
[Device] I think I may have to agree with Tostig in that I 
am concerned about the triquetras. Having the benefit of 
the actual submission forms I can pull out my trusty 
ruler. :-) Base to the top tip on the triquetras are 1 1/8 
inches. The gryphon from tips of the claws to tip of the 
wings is just about 2 inches. Given this I am leaning 
towards the submitter probably meaning them to be sec-
ondarires. I propose the reblazon of "Vert, a gryphon 
passant between three triquetras argent."  
 
That does still leave the question of visually are the tri-
quetras too big to be secondaries and too small to be 
primaries as Tostig has raised the issue. Further I have 
concern about how skinny the lines are drawn. I am not 
sure that alone is sufficient to return it. 

Tostig Logiosophia (Rosenfeld Pursuivant)  
[Device] Given Lord Bordure's follow-up, I was 
apparently unclear, and have edited my comments 
accordingly. I concur, however, about the width of 
the triquetras. They are half as thick as shown in the 
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PicDic. I further agree Identifiability and/or Repro-
ducability are a concern for consideration. 
Mari ingen Briain meic Donnchada (Rowel)  
[From the author of the precedent...] At the time the 
precedent was written (7 years ago now), it was 
intended to allow (in general) a Turkish given name 
to be combined with an English byname based on 
the level of contact between the cultures. The im-
portant bit being:  
 
"Given the significant contact between Turks and 
crusaders, combining a Turkish given name and an 
English byname in the same name is registerable, 
though it is a weirdness. [Mihrimah the Traveler, 
10/01, R-Ansteorra] [Ed.: returned for two weird-
nesses]"  
 
Now, standards of registerability have changed over 
the years. We've evaluated more lingual combina-
tions and we've examined more examples of levels 
of contact between cultures. So, whether this com-
bination is registerable under current standards, I 
don't know. 
Gerold Von Drachenhohle  
I have spoken with the submitter and the intention 
was for them to be co-primaries. 
Gawain of Miskbridge (Green Anchor Herald)  
[Device] Trying to make the central charge a secon-
dary is just wrong. Enlarge it and admit it’s the pri-
mary: “Vert, a gryphon passant between three tri-
quetras argent.” In any case, the triquetras would 
profit from being thicker. 

Alasdair MacEogan (Bordure Herald)  
Please note that the client has submitted a redraw of the 
device. it can be found here:  
 
http://sca.bmhanson.net/images/Safiye.jpg  

 
Tostig Logiosophia (Rosenfeld Pursuivant)  
[Device] The redraw has addressed all of my con-
cerns. With 4 primary charges in pall, my previ-
ously cited potential conflict (Kathleen Mahony of 
Cork) also goes away. 

Magnus  
[Name] ACADEMY OF SAINT GABRIEL REPORT 
3211 <Safiya> is an Arabic name which is more accu-
rately transliterated as <S.afiiyah>, where the dot repre-
sents a period underneath the <S>. This name is identi-

cal with the Arabic word 'to be pure', and it was the 
name of one of the Prophet's wives. [1,2,3,4] While 
harem slaves were not usually given typically Muslim 
names, we have found a Turkish feminine name 
<Safiye> in the 16th century [5] which is probably a 
form of the Arabic name <S.afiiyah>.  
[5] Ursula Georges (alias Ursula Whitcher), "Sixteenth-
Century Turkish Names," (WWW: Ursula Whitcher, 
2002).  
http://www.s-gabriel.org/ursulageorges/onomastics/
ottoman/  
 
Sixteenth-Century Turkish Names - Ursula Whitcher  
http://www.s-gabriel.org/names/ursula/ottoman/
feminine.html  
Women's Names - Muslim Names  
Safiye  
 
I did the Turkish research and submitted that group of 
Turkish names from Adlersruhe resulting in that ruling. 
The name that passed was 20 pages thick back then with 
our knowledge of Turkish names. It's much easier now.  
The contact between Turkish soldiers and English Cru-
saders in the Crusader kingdoms is still the same today 
as it was in 2001. Scholarly research hasn't changed on 
the large number of participants from England in the 
dreadful wars in the Holy Land. Griffith is an inherited 
English surname by 1602. Queen Elizabeth maintained 
contact with the Ottomans and Russia as part of her stra-
tegic interest in the North East Passage and the spice 
trade. The famous Sultana Safiye and Elizabeth I corre-
spondence places the given name as well known before 
the English public. This combination isn't as odd as one 
might think so it should be registerable with the weird-
ness for Turkish English mix.  
No conflicts found, so the submitter's concern over last 
name conflicts is groundless.  
[Device] Blazon as: "Vert, in pall a gryphon between 
three triquetra argent."  
A similar emblazon was recently registered.  
[August 2007 LoAR] Máirghréad NicChlurain 
"Purpure, in pall a three-headed thistle between three 
triquetra Or."  
No conflicts found through current submissions. 
 
College Action: 
Name:  Forwarded to Laurel. 
Device:  Forwarded to Laurel.  Reblazon as "Vert, in 
pall a gryphon passant between three triquetras argent." 
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June 2008 Letter of Acceptance and Return 
 
 
 
 

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS HAVE BEEN REGISTERED: 

ANSTEORRA 

Tostig Logiosophia. Release of badge (see RETURNS for blanket permission to conflict). Azure, on a plate a pall azure, on a 
chief argent, a compass star between two mullets of four points azure.  

Wiesenfeuer, Barony of. Badge. (Fieldless) An annulet of flame gules.  
The use of an annulet of flames is grandfathered to the barony. Lacking evidence of flames used in this manner in 
period heraldry, an annulet of flames is not otherwise registerable. 
This badge is clear of the device for Alanus de Bunghea, Per chevron azure and Or, in base a flame gules. There is a 
CD for fieldlessness and another for the difference between a flame and an annulet of flames. 

Wiesenfeuer, Barony of. Badge. (Fieldless) An annulet of flame argent.  
The use of an annulet of flames is grandfathered to the barony. Lacking evidence of flames used in this manner in 
period heraldry, an annulet of flames is not otherwise registerable. 
The submitted badge is clear of the badge for Aislynn of Jarrow, (Fieldless) A flame argent. There is a CD for field-
lessness and another for the difference between a flame and an annulet of flame. The submitted badge is also clear of 
the badge for David MacColin, Sable, an open penannular brooch, pin to base, argent. There is a CD for fieldless-
ness. While a penannular brooch is granted no difference from an annulet, both are granted a CD from an annulet of 
flames. 
 

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS HAVE BEEN RETURNED FOR FURTHER WORK: 

ANSTEORRA 

Ebergardis von Zell. Badge. Vert, in cross a bee proper maintaining a crown Or, two bees proper, and a beehive Or.  
This badge is returned for a redraw: the crown is so small that it cannot be seen. This violates the section of the Rules 
for Submission (VIII.3) which requires that all charges must be identifiable. The rule states that "identifiable elements 
may be rendered unidentifiable by significant reduction in size, marginal contrast, excessive counterchanging, void-
ing, or fimbriation, or by being obscured by other elements of the design." In this case, the crown is not identifiable 
because of its size and so must be returned. 

Tostig Logiosophia. Blanket permission to conflict with badge. (Fieldless) A closed book fesswise, spine to chief, azure, 
leaved, clasped and garnished argent.  

This blanket permission to conflict is returned as it contains a condition that cannot be enforced. The letter states "I 
grant permission to any future submitter to register armory that is at least one countable step different from my regis-
tered armory provided that any submitter registering armory that is only one countable step different from my regis-
tered armory also grant Permission to Conflict for any future submitters." While we sympathize with the submitter's 
desire, such a condition cannot be enforced and we must decline to accept the permission to conflict. 
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July 2008 Letter of Acceptance and Return 
 
THE FOLLOWING ITEMS HAVE BEEN REGISTERED: 

ANSTEORRA 

Aude Ella. Name.  
Submitted as Aude Ella de Lyon, the submitter requested authenticity for the 12th century. As submitted, the name 
consisted of a given name, a matronymic byname, and a locative byname. The second byname, de Lyon, was dated to 
the 15th C; additionally, no examples of double bynames in the 12th C were provided. To meet her request for au-
thenticity we have dropped the second byname and registered the name as Aude Ella_. 

Isabel Hawksworth. Device. Per chevron vert and argent, two needles and a bottlenosed dolphin naiant counterchanged.  
Please advise the submitter to draw the needles larger. 

Ullrich Verloren. Device. Per fess sable and gules, a rhinoceros statant Or and two arrows inverted in saltire argent.  

 
THE FOLLOWING ITEMS HAVE BEEN RETURNED FOR FURTHER WORK: 
 

ANSTEORRA 

Clarissima della Chiesa. Device. Azure, a talbot's head erased argent between three plates.  
This was originally pended on the November 2007 LoAR in order to allow discussion on whether or not a CD should 
be granted between types of dogs' (and other canine) heads. As discussed in this month's Cover Letter, no such differ-
ence is granted. Therefore, this device is returned for conflict with the device for Jessyca of Rivenvale, Azure, a 
wolf's head erased between three maple leaves argent. There is a CD for changing the type of secondary charges but 
nothing for changing the type of head. 

Úna Carleton. Device. Vert, a swan naiant affronty guardant wings displayed, and in base three dogwood flowers argent.  
This device is returned for lack of identifiability of the primary charge. If the swan were not guardant, the identifiabil-
ity would be somewhat improved; however, it may not be possible to draw a swan in this posture in such a manner 
that it is both recognizable and reproducible. We note that this posture (naiant affronty wings displayed) is at least a 
step from period practice. 
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The following are the FastTrack acceptances and returns for the month of November 2009.  The acceptances have 
been forwarded to Laurel on the November LoI. 
 
Alasdair 
Bordure Herald 
Acceptances 

 
1)  Albin Oil de Larrun. (Adlersruhe) Resubmitted Device 
(No blazon submitted, just a description of elements and their locations. – Alasdair) 
 
Submission History: Device originally appeared on the 2008-07 ILoI and was returned for redraw due to the identifi-
ability of the crosses raguly. 
 

 
 
Kingdom Action:  Forwarded to Laurel as “Azure, two bones in saltire between three crosses raguly argent.”. 
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ANSTEORRAN GAZETTE 
December 2008 
Hedwig von Luneborg, Obelisk Herald  
 
 

 

ITEM  SENTTO  B Y  

Submissions  Asterisk  Branch Heralds**  

Monthly Reports  Regional Heralds  Branch Heralds*  

Quarterly and End of Reign Reports  Star Principal  Regional Heralds*  

Court Report Forms  Zodiacus, Sable Scroll  Branch Heralds, Royal Herald, all Heralds attending 
Court  

Internal Commentary  Retiarius  All Who Comment  

Inquiries about Scribal Matters  Regional Scribes, Star Signet  All  

Requests for Scrolls to Paint or Painted 
Scrolls  Regional Scribes  All  

Donation of Insignia  Sable Scroll  All  

Correlation of Scrolls Given/Not Given  Crown, Sable Scroll  Branch Heralds, Royal Herald  

Subscriptions for Ansteorran Gazette  Asterisk  Private Subscribers  

Change of Name or Contact Info INCLUD-
ING ADDRESS CHANGES  Obelisk, Star Principal  All  

Letters/Articles/Etc. for Gazette  Obelisk  All  

Resignations and Applications  One Level Up  All  

Administrative Matters  Star Principal  Regional Heralds*, All  

Achievement Registrations, Questions  Stellar Scroll  All  

Website Questions, Suggestions  Sigillarius  All  

*These items are requirements of the job. **If you receive these, it is a requirement of your job to send them to Asterisk 
promptly. 

Remember: All submissions are $8 (U.S.) each; $1 per submission is retained by the local group and a group check for 
$7 per submission is sent to Asterisk with the submissions. For Name Submissions, 3 copies of the form and documen-
tation are to be sent to Asterisk, 1 copy is to be retained by the branch herald, and 1 copy is given to the submitter. For 
Device/Badge Submissions, send 4 colored and 2 non-colored copies to Asterisk, 1 of each is retained by the branch 
herald, and 1 of each is given to the submitter. All money and all submissions go to Asterisk Herald. 

WHO SENDS WHAT TO WHOM IN ANSTEORRA 


